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社會3.0現象

•e-Engagement (people-centric)

•N-Generation

•Crowdsourcing

•Data is King -> People (relationship) is King 

• Multi-modal

•Monetization
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• With the explosion in the amount of commentaries on current issues

and personal views expressed in weblogs, microblog on the Internet,

there is a need to provide users a summary of opinions. [Kim et al.

2010]
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• Aspect-based opinion summarization (AOS)

– to divide input texts (mostly are review data) into aspects (features) and

generate summaries of each aspect. [Liu et al. 2005]

e.g. Toshiba Satellite L655-S5158

• Query-driven opinion summarization (QOS)

– to extract an informative summary of opinion expressions about a given

query (also referred as topical opinion), as found in a document

collection. [Dang 2008]

e.g. “What complaints on YouTube do users have?”
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• Differences:

– AOS is almost about review-type data, the aspects are limited to a list of

predefined or labeled aspects for a same topic (product); while QOS

concerns more on user’s preference, and the query might only focus on

one of the multiple topics presented in the related documents.

e.g. to summarize the negative opinions on YouTube from a number of articles

on Internet Service.

– In AOS, sentiment words are mostly domain-specific and the amount is

fixed; while in QOS, general domain sentiment words will occur

frequently across multiple topics.

e.g. Good vs. Delicious
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• One of the fundamental problems in QOS is how to effectively

represent and measure topical opinion so as to precisely select the

sentences with salient opinion expression.

• Existing methods:

– Three-step approach :

1. identify relevant text segments (e.g. sentences or passages) to the query from

the blogs;

2. re-rank the set of relevant segments by taking sentiment classification into

consideration;

3. select segments with high ranking and remove redundant text segments.

Most participants in TAC2008 adopted three-step approach. [V. Varma et 

al. 2008], [Razmara and Kosseim 2008], [Li et al. 2008],[ Seki 2008], 

[Balahur et al. 2008]
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• Our Method:

– Utilize word pair to represent topical opinion.

– Measure the topical opinion by simultaneously considering the

subjectivity of the topic word and the local relevance of the sentiment

word.

– Compute Pointwise Mutual Information(PMI) between sentiment word

and its associated topic within a pair to measure the topical opinion in

each individual word pair.

– Implement the weighted topical opinions into a graph model for

sentence ranking and MMR method to generate query-driven summary.
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Formal Definition

• Given a document set D={d1,d2,d3,…,dn}, that includes a set of sentences

S={s1,s2,s3,…,sN}, and a specific query Q={q1,q2,q3,…,qz}, where q1,q2,q3,…,qz

are query keywords.

• In addition, we construct a sentiment word lexicon Vo and a topic word lexicon

Vt .

• We utilize the structure of Query-sentiment word pair pij to denote the topical

opinion, which consists of two elements, one is from Vt, and the other one is

from Vo. [Li et al, 2010]

e.g. we can extract the word pair <Battery, awful> from the sentence “Battery

is awful lasts for about 1 hour”.
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Topical Opinion Weighting

• We measure topical opinion based on the following

assumptions:

– topic word t1 is more important than topic word t2 when there are more

comments or opinions on t1 than t2.

– sentiment word o1 can be regarded as domain-specific sentiment word

due to different associated targets.

– the associations between topic and sentiment words in different word

pairs vary a lot. [Kim et al. 2009]
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• We measure topical opinion in 2 stages:

– we first measure both topic word and sentiment word by computing the

gain in selecting a sentence containing the word.

– Based on pairwise representation, we weigh topical opinion by computing

the PMI between the target and sentiment words within a pair.

• Assume that a term t follows the distribution PD(t) on the whole set of 

words, and it also follows another distribution PS(t)(t) on the set of 

sentences including t. The higher deviation of PS(t)(t) from PD(t), the 

higher the information content of t is. 

Topical Opinion Weighting
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Topical Opinion Weighting
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Topical Opinion Weighting
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Topical Opinion Weighting

• According to the assumptions, we can assign the topic word 

and sentiment word as:

and   

where,

• We finally add the associative score to each word pair and 

compute the weight of a topical opinion as:

where
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Sentence Ranking

• To generate a summary for a specific query, we first select a

set of sentences with the topical opinions.

• Graph-based ranking algorithms, such as HITS or PageRank,

have been traditionally and successfully used in citation

analysis, retrieval, summarization. [Erkan et al. 2004]

• Intuitively, sentences containing more word pairs with the

topical opinions should achieve a relatively higher ranking.
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Sentence Ranking

• Based on the PageRank model, we define a graph with nodes

representing relevant sentences and edges connecting 2 sentences

sharing a common word pair.

• We then score all the sentences based on the expected probability

of a random walker visiting each sentence.

• The jumping probability from node to node is given by:

where
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Sentence Ranking

• All sentences are initialized equally. In each iteration T+1, the

scores are updated according to the scores in iteration T.

• Iteration is terminated when the maximum difference between

the scores computed for two successive iterations is lower

than a given threshold (empirically setting as 0.00001). [Li et

al. 2009]

• Finally, the sentences are ranked by the scores.
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QOS

• We adopt maximal marginal relevance (MMR) method to generate

the summary by incrementally adding the top ranked sentences into

the answer set. [Carbonell and Goldstein 1998]

• R is the ranked list of sentences retrieved in the previous step. We

set a relevant threshold, below which it will not be regarded as

candidate sentences.

• The parameter θ lying between [0,1] controls the relative importance

given to relevance versus redundancy. In our experiments we set

θ=0.5 .
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Experiment Setting

• Datasets: 

– TAC08 dataset is the benchmark data set for the query-driven opinion

summarization track in the Text Analysis Conference 2008 (TAC2008), which

contains a total number of 2500 documents and 87 opinion queries. [Dang, 2008]

– The Opinion Question Answering (OpQA) corpus consists of 98 documents

appeared in the world press and 30 queries. [Wilson, et al 2005]

• Sentiment Lexicon:

– We use SentiWordNet as the sentiment lexicon, which consists of 4800 negative

sentiment words and 2290 positive sentiment words.

• Topic Word Collection:

– The dictionary-based method

– The web-based method
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Parameter Tuning
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Experiment 1

• In our evaluation, we first test the performance of our proposed

weighting scheme for measuring topical opinion.

• Methods for comparison:

– tf-idf

– WordNet: applied the maximum value of a sentiment word in SentiWordNet Lexicon as the

weight of sentiment word.

– GOSM: proposed to represent topical opinion by word pair, and utilized tf-idf to weigh topical

opinion.

– PPM: our proposed method.

• Experimental Metrics:

• MAP: Mean Average Precision

• Rpre: R-precision

• P@10
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Experimental Result 1

• Comparison of different weighting schema on TAC08 and 

OpQA, and the best result in each column is highlighted.
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Experiment 2

• Different approaches for QOS for comparison:

– Baseline 1: This model was achieved the best run in TAC2008 opinion summarization task. 

[Varma, et al., 2008] 

– Baseline 2:This model was achieved 10% improvement over the best run in TAC2008 

Opinion QA track. We modified this model to deal with QOS. [Li, et al., 2009] 

– OPM: similar with Baseline 2, but use PageRank model for sentence ranking instead. 

– GOSM: This model adopted pairwise representation of topical opinion. We re-designed 

GOSM to deal with QOS. [Li, et al., 2010] 

– PPM: our proposed approaches.

• Experimental Metrics:
• Precision

• Recall

• F-value:  
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Experimental Result 2

• Comparison of different approaches for opinion summarization 

on TAC08 and OpQA datasets, and the best F(3) is highlighted.
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Conclusion

• We utilize pairwise representation to denote topical opinion.

• A weighting scheme has been proposed to measure the

topical opinion by simultaneously considering the subjectivity

of the topic word and the local relevance of the sentiment

word.

• Weighted topical opinions were implemented into a graph

model for sentence ranking and MMR method to generate

query-driven summary which performs well on TAC2008 and

OpQA datasets.
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Future works

• Need of techniques of other research areas

– Deeper NLP e.g., discourse analysis, dependency parser, may help to

understand the meaning of opinion so as to improve the accuracy.

• Need of Standardized Data Set and Evaluation

– Current published data set are depending on their own purpose and

lack of widely used dataset. [Hu and Liu 2004], [Kim and Zhai 2009],

[Ganesan et al. 2010]

– Lack of evaluation measures which cover entire opinion summarization

steps is another issue.
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